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1. Introduction 

From the first release of Magento, we intended to make the platform cross-DB 
compatible. We want developers to be able to run Magento with a variety of 
different database vendors. The initial architecture was designed with this 
feature in mind and for several good reasons, MySQL was chosen as the base 
RDBMS to be supported. 
 
A lot has changed. Magento has experienced tremendous growth since those 
early days. Magento always focuses on providing a lot of features out-of-the-box 
with the ability to customize and extend the capabilities of the platform. Along 
the way we have enjoyed wide adoption of the Magento platform by many types 
of businesses – from small emerging shops to mature corporations – and with 
this came the demand to support different RDBMS. 
 
The Magento Community 1.6 / Enterprise 1.11 release fulfills the dreams that our 
system architects had four years ago—giving our users a platform that is capable 
of communicating with the database of their choice. With the simplified and re-
factored DB-abstraction layer, the implementations of Oracle and Microsoft SQL 
Server support and the capacity to allow developers to automatically make their 
customization and extensions cross-DB compatible, we accomplished our goal of 
providing a cross-database compatible eCommerce platform. 
 
By releasing this guide, we welcome everyone to obtain viable, technical 

information on the RDBMS changes we have made, so that developers can learn 

how to get the most from working with Magento in their system. 

 

 



2. Multiple RDBMS Support in Magento CE 1.6 

/ EE 1.11 

The upcoming Magento release CE 1.6 / EE 1.11 (henceforth we will just call it 

"1.6") introduces refined modules and a refactored DB abstraction layer. 

Magento, starting from the earliest alpha-version, was already designed to 

support multiple RDBMS platforms. The purpose of refactoring was to: 

 Implement actual support of multiple RDBMS in all existing Magento 
Core modules 

 Greatly simplify writing cross-DB modules 

 Preserve backwards compatibility 

 

It should be mentioned, that all the changes made are related to the DB layers: 

the storage layer (resource models, which compose queries to the DB) and the 

abstraction layer (adapters). Thus, the functionality of themes, modules, blocks 

and controllers were not affected. 

The main entities that were under development or refactoring are: 

 MySQL4 resource models 

 Resource helpers (a new entity, introduced in Magento 1.6) 

 Module installations and upgrade scripts 

 Database adapters 

 

Diagram in Fig. 2.1 demonstrates how Magento works with databases. 

 

 

 



Fig. 2.1. Database communication stack in Magento 1.6 

 

At the Model level, entities don’t know anything about the DB.  They deal with it 

through their Resource models.  

Resource models work with adapters and resource helpers, which are 

instantiated and provided by Magento in the appropriate abstraction package. 

Resource models compose queries, as well as fetch and process data.  Since 

Magento 1.6, they are also located above the abstraction layer.   

The abstraction layer consists of an adapter, which bears the primary 

responsibility for database communication, and the modules' resource helpers, 



which encapsulate very specific logic for working with the database. A single 

adapter's instance is used for all modules inside the system.  However, every 

module can have its own resource helper or even use other modules' resource 

helpers. Adapters are distributed with the Magento installation; resource helpers 

are distributed with (belong to) the modules that use them. 

Module installations and upgrades remain separate from this stack. As they are 

executed only once for each Magento installation, they don't need to be 

extended/overwritten; they often use the DB abstraction layer, but they also 

need to deal with the DB directly.  

The following chapters further explain all entities related to RDBMS support. 

2.1. Resource Models 

The purpose of resource models has changed significantly. In Magento 1.5, they 

were part of the abstraction layer; in Magento 1.6 – they are not. So, the main 

change in resource models is a logical switch – they now work above the 

abstraction layer. This change was made in order to greatly ease development of 

cross-DB compatible modules. Backwards compatibility will be preserved, which 

will discuss it later in a separate section.  

Researching the possible implementations of multi-RDBMS support, the Magento 

Core Team found that resource models did a lot of work composing queries, 

joining tables and making conditions, but they did very little for anything 

database-specific. Therefore a refactoring was done with the goal of 

encapsulating those “special things” within the adapter and module resource 

helpers. When talking about database specifics we mean keywords, requests and 

task action sequences, which vary among different DB vendors. 

All the Core modules were moved to new rails – their resource models now 

perform only DB abstract actions. They still build queries, work with data types, 

fetch records and so on, but whenever they need to make a query that varies 

among different RDBMS, they use an adapter (for widely spread queries) or a 

module's resource helper (for module-specific queries). 

------------------------------------------ 

Example of the Resource Model Working Abstractly  



Previously, when we needed to retrieve the Wishlist items collection with the 

additional field 'Dates in Wishlist', it was implemented in the resource model as: 

$this->joinField('days_in_wishlist', 

    'wishlist/item', 

    "(TO_DAYS('" . $currentDate . "') – TO_DAYS(DATE_ADD(t_wi.added_at, 

INTERVAL " . $gmtOffset . " SECOND)))", 

    'wishlist_item_id=wishlist_item_id' 

); 

As far as date/time function syntax varies in different RDBMS, it is 

now abstracted by the adapter and resource helpers. This resource model 

contains the following code: 

$addedDate = $adapter->getDateAddSql('added_at', $gmtOffset, 

Varien_DbDB_Adapter_Interface::INTERVAL_SECOND); 

$dateDiff = $resourceHelper->getDateDiff($addedDate, $adapter-

>formatDate($currentDate)); 

$this->getSelect()->columns(array('days_in_wishlist' => $dateDiff)); 

------------------------------------------ 

The logical change also implied physical changes in the resource model 

class names and file names. Resource models, previously named as 

[Namespace]_[Module]_Model_Mysql4_[Name], were renamed to 

[Namespace]_[Module]_Model_Resource_[Name]. They are not dedicated to a 

particular DB anymore, so their name reflects their new purpose. As a 

result, the name of the resource model's folder inside the module 

structure was changed from “Mysql4” to “Resource”, so the auto loading 

mechanism can successfully find them. More information about model 

renaming can be found in the backwards compatibility section. 

 

2.2. Adapters 

MySQL adapters in Magento 1.6 grew larger and became capable of abstracting 

more. Additional full-functioning Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server adapters were 

developed for Magento (only the MySQL adapter is included in Magento 1.6 

(more adapters will be introduced later). 

The new Varien_DB_Adapter_Interface was added to sign a contract that all 

developed adapters must execute in order to get Magento working on an actual 

database. The interface describes the list of methods and constants that can be 



used by resource models. 

Adapters handle all commonly used requests for a database, as well as specific 

keywords, quoting identifiers (table names, column names), algorithms for 

performing required tasks (e.g. tables in MySQL are created together with their 

constraints, while in Oracle these are separate queries), etc. Examples of widely 

used abstracted routines are: select, insert, delete, insert on duplicate update, 

create table, add column, add index, and modify column type.  

Adapters reside in the lib/Varien/DB/Adapter folder and descend from the 

corresponding Zend Framework adapters. The specific adapter is instantiated 

automatically by Magento, depending on the Database Vendor that was chosen 

during system installation. 

 

2.3. Resource Helpers 

A Resource Helper is a new classification in Magento's vocabulary. This entity 

belongs to the abstraction layer and is designed for the same purpose as an 

adapter – it abstracts specifics of communication the database.  

However, resource helpers are different from adapters:  

  Adapters abstract commonly used functions, while resource helpers are 

designed to process a specific module's syntax that is rarely encountered 

in other modules. 

  There is only one instance of an adapter inside the system and it serves 

for all resource models; contrary to that, each module can have its own 

resource helper for its own specific DB requests. 

It's not possible to predict all the queries that resource models may need to 

perform their tasks, and it would be ineffective to put them all inside a single 

adapter class as methods. That's why Magento 1.6 added resource helpers, 

acting as plug-ins or micro-adapters, deployed with the module and serving it and 

other dependent modules. 

Resource Helper class names are formed as 
[Namespace]_Model_Resource_Helper_[DB] 



(e.g. Mage_Sales_Model_Resource_Helper_Mysql4), so they reside inside the 

Model/Resource/Helper folder of a module. The 'DB' part of the name is 'Mysql4' 

for Magento installed on MySQL. Also, 'Oracle' and 'Mssql' codes are reserved for 

use with Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server adapters, made by Magento Inc. 

Developers of other adapters can create their own codes. 

There should be one resource helper for each database, supported by a module. 

The helper must abstract all the DB syntax/algorithm specifics not covered by 

Magento's adapter. However, the resource helpers' existence is not required – 

resource helpers are added only when the module's resource models need 

additional DB abstractions. 

Resource helpers are instantiated via a call to 

Mage::getResourceHelper($moduleName). This routine will choose the 

appropriate helper for the DB engine currently in use, load it and return its 

instance.  

----------------- 

Example: Retrieve a Date Difference SQL Expression, Compatible with the Current 

DB Engine 

$dateDiff = Mage::getResourceHelper('wishlist')-

>getDateDiff($addedDate, $currentDate); 

----------------- 

 

2.4. Module Installs and Upgrades 

Cross-DB compatibility impacted the SQL and DATA install/upgrade scripts. First 

of all, SQL installs/upgrades are more abstract now, because they are able to and 

should use abstract routines provided by the setup installer, adapter or module 

resource helpers. As a result, their file names should not include the older, 

database-specific 'mysql4-' prefix anymore. 

SQL scripts have a unique nature – they are executed only once and may have 

very heavy logic with a lot of requests, where syntax depends very heavily on the 

current DB engine. Moving such logic to Resource Helpers makes no sense. That 



is why, to deal with these one-time executed scripts, it is recommended that you 

create separate install scripts for each DB engine you want to support. Use the 

DB-vendor's code in lowercase as a prefix for the file, and it will be executed 

instead of the general install or upgrade script. The mysql4- prefix identifies the 

script to be executed when Magento is installed on a MySQL engine; the oracle- 

and mssql- prefixes are also reserved by Magento Inc. 

To make things clearer, look at the following directory structure: 

--------------------------------- 

/app/code/community/Module/sql: 

install-1.0.0.php 

oracle-install-1.0.0.php 

--------------------------------- 

The install-1.0.0.php script will be executed on any DB engine except for Oracle. If 

installed on an Oracle DB, Magento will automatically find oracle-install-1.0.0.php 

and use it instead of (not together with) the usual install script. The same 

algorithm corresponds to executing upgrade scripts. 

DATA installs/upgrades have only one change and it is strictly logical. Previously, 

these scripts kept upgrades that required model logic. Now it should also include 

all initial data that must be imported into tables for the module to work 

successfully (this was previously done by SQL installs/upgrades). 

 

 

2.5. Compatible Data Types and Abstract Table Creation 

Different databases have different syntax and different data types. Some basic 

types (like INTEGER) are the same in all of them, while others (like TEXT or 

DATETIME) vary in the ranges supported. Magento provides unified type 

declaration constants in the Varien_DB_Ddl_Table entity, which serves for 

describing abstract tables. 



The following constants are supported: 

TYPE_BOOLEAN 

TYPE_SMALLINT 

TYPE_INTEGER 

TYPE_BIGINT 

TYPE_FLOAT 

TYPE_NUMERIC 

TYPE_DECIMAL 

TYPE_DATE 

TYPE_TIMESTAMP – stores date & time from 1970 through the year 
2038  

TYPE_DATETIME – stores date & time from 1800 through the year 

9999  

TYPE_TEXT 

TYPE_VARBINARY 

 

Some other type declarations were deprecated in Magento 1.6 and their use is 

not recommended. The supported types are mostly semantic and map to 

different specific data types depending on the database. For example, 

TYPE_TIMESTAMP maps to datetime type in SQL Server (same as TYPE_DATETIME 

there) and to timestamp type in MySQL and Oracle. All internal Magento 

communications about DB data types must be done using these constants. And 

that is the adapter's responsibility: to convert the type declaration constant to 

the appropriate data type. 

Varien_DB_Ddl_Table also serve the purpose of creating new tables. It allows you 

to abstractly describe the table where you wish to store your data; the adapter 

then transforms that description into a valid 'CREATE TABLE' request. Therefore, 

this entity is widely used in SQL install scripts. 

------------------------- 

Example: Creating a Table by Using Varien_DB_Ddl_Table 



$table = $installer->getConnection() 

    ->newTable($installer->getTable('log/url_table')) // 

Varien_DB_DDl_table 

    ->addColumn('url_id', Varien_DB_Ddl_Table::TYPE_BIGINT, null, 

array( 

        'unsigned'  => true, 

        'nullable'  => false, 

        'primary'   => true, 

        'default'   => '0', 

        ), 'URL ID') 

    ->addColumn('visitor_id', Varien_DB_Ddl_Table::TYPE_BIGINT, null, 

array( 

        'unsigned'  => true, 

        ), 'Visitor ID') 

    ->addColumn('visit_time', Varien_DB_Ddl_Table::TYPE_TIMESTAMP, 

null, array( 

        'nullable'  => false, 

        ), 'Visit Time') 

    ->addIndex($installer->getIdxName('log/url_table', 

array('visitor_id')), 

        array('visitor_id')) 

    ->setComment('Log URL Table'); 

$installer->getConnection()->createTable($table); 

------------------------- 

 

 



3. Writing Cross-DB Compatible Code 

3.1. Basic Information 

With Magento 1.6 it is possible to develop modules that are cross-DB compatible 

– i.e., able to run not only on the default MySQL database engine, but also on 

Oracle, SQL Server or any platform supported in future. Magento has a DB 

abstraction layer designed for that: common routines in adapters, module-

specific routines in resource helpers, and the ability to add your own routines via 

custom resource helpers. 

Writing your own extension/customization from scratch requires using the 

abstraction framework. Modifying an existing extension/customization to be 

cross-DB compatible also requires changes in the resource models and the SQL 

upgrade/install script for your models. These things are discussed in this section. 

If a custom module doesn't need to support DBs other than MySQL, it can be left 

as-is. This approach and backwards compatibility are discussed in section 4. 

However, we suggest you move your modules to new rails, since from now on 

this technology is the default method of communicating with backend storage. 

 

3.2. Particular RDBMS Specifics 

Evolving to support more databases is no easy task. That is why the Magento 

Core Team tried hard to make the adapter more abstract: to allow developers to 

do their work without working against SQL implementations. Now there are fully 

functional adapters able to perform most of the tasks a developer needs from a 

database. In order to understand the things that must be processed through the 

adapter, you should know the differences among various RDBMS. 

 

3.2.1. Identifier Length 

Working with MySQL, we are used to having identifiers (table names, column 

names, indexes  and constraint names) that are quite lengthy. The explicit 

restriction is 64 characters. In SQL Server it even more – 128 characters. But 



Oracle allows us to use only 30 symbols! It's really easy to hit that limit and 

receive DB errors as the response to our “syntactically correct” queries. 

The Magento adapter has special methods to handle three of those cases – 

getTableName(), getIndexName(), getForeignKeyName(). Passing a human-

readable name to these methods will either return you the original name or, if it 

exceeded the limit, a shortened one. The column names are not handled by the 

adapter automatically, because it would imply too much overhead on code 

composition. We recommend using column names of no more than 30 symbols, 

to create cross-DB compatible code. 

 

3.2.2. Complex Queries 

Are you accustomed to using the INSERT ON DUPLICATE UPDATE request? We 

have bad news – there's no such construction in Oracle or SQL Server. But we 

also have good news – there's a more powerful MERGE query there. However, 

the syntax is completely different. That is why there's a convenient method in the 

adapter for that. 

If you’re using complex constructions that include updating one table with 

SELECT, directly merging one table into another, with inserting a lot of data – 

then you definitely need to use the adapter's following methods: 

updateFromSelect() 

deleteFromSelect() 

insertFromSelect() 

insertOnDuplicate() 

insertArray() 

insertMultiple() 

 

 



3.2.3. Empty String as NULL in Oracle 

This feature is very specific – the Oracle database converts all empty strings to 

NULLs. Oracle is not capable of storing or manipulating empty strings while 

assuming them to have a 'string' data type. Empty strings in Oracle are always 

NULLS, so a request like SELECT * FROM table WHERE text = '' will never return 

anything, because internally it is converted to SELECT * FROM table WHERE text = 

NULL. You know it’s incorrect syntax to compare something with NULL values. In 

order to search by an empty string, the correct syntax would be SELECT * FROM 

table WHERE text IS NULL – that is a completely different query. 

This issue has 2 consequences:  

First – we cannot keep empty strings in the database. All Magento Core modules' 

logic has been changed to consider empty strings as equal to NULLs.  

 

Second – we must compose queries carefully, because making  

--------------- 

$query = $adapter->quoteInto('SELECT * FROM table WHERE text = ?', 

$bookName); 

--------------- 

or 

--------------- 

$select->where('text IN (?)', $arrayOfTextEntries); 

--------------- 

won't return any results for empty values. 

 

3.2.4. Common Conditions 

The useful MySQL conditional routines – IFNULL(), LIKE, FIND_IN_SET() 

(comparison operators), differ in other DBs. It's much safer to pass it through the 



adapter's prepareSqlCondition() method and get the right query back. 

----------------------------------------- 

Example of Using prepareSqlCondition() 

$adapter->prepareSqlCondition('main_table.website_ids', array('finset' 

=> $websiteId)); 

----------------------------------------- 

Check the phpdoc description for this method to get a full list of abstracted 

routines. 

 

 

3.2.5. [SELECT columns] with [GROUP BY other columns] 

We all know that it is not permitted in standard SQL to select some fields while 

grouping by other fields. The data is really undefined in this case – what row 

should the DB engine use to return the data in the selected fields?  

MySQL allows you to make such queries, assuming the developer is fully 

responsible for what he requests. Every time we use this ability to group the 

same duplicated rows, the issue of undefined data doesn’t exist for us. But other 

databases are too strict and they forbid such queries at all. 

To deal with this case, there is a special method in Core Resource Helper – 

getQueryUsingAnalyticFunction(). It receives Varien_DB_Select and, for SQL 

Server and Oracle, uses the power of analytical functions to perform the required 

tasks. In fact, this method returns the original select wrapped by an upper SELECT 

construction, so we will get the result we desire without breaking DB laws. 

 

3.2.6. More to Say 

There are other database specifics that are less visible. We suggest you use the 

adapter's interface as a reference for abstracted routines. It will help you write 

cross-DB compatible code. 



 

3.3. Recommendations 

Writing cross-DB compatible code is not so complex a thing. It starts more slowly 

than doing things old-style, because you need to get used to the newer Magento 

API. But then it goes with your usual speed and in the same way – you write 

queries and test results. Actually, 'writing' queries now is more like 'composing'. 

The adapter provides methods to perform CRUD operations on data (table rows) 

or data containers (tables, columns), and a lot of routines to build specific parts 

of queries. That is why working with a database is similar to manipulating a query 

as a black-box and wrapping it with modifiers one by one. 

Current recommendations on the way the DB communications should be are as 

follows: 

1) Use abstracted routines and perform queries through adapters. You should not 

issue direct 'SELECT', 'INSERT', 'UPDATE', etc., queries. Check the adapter 

interface and use the methods it provides. 

2) Use Varien_DB_Select to compose all SELECT queries. This object keeps meta-

data about the request, allowing it to process and transform the request when 

needed. 

3) If there is no suitable method in the adapter, check the existing resource 

helpers of the modules that your module depends on. They may contain methods 

that you need. 

4) Whenever you have a DB-specific query that is not covered by either an 

adapter or by existing resource helpers – put it in your module's resource helper. 

This approach allows you to encapsulate DB-specific things in one place and to 

easily move your module to support other database engines. 

5) Be careful while manually editing or creating tables, columns, or indexes in the 

database. Magento keeps names, types and options organized by several internal 

principles. There is a lot of freedom for MySQL users; however, abstraction for 

other databases is more restrictive. As Magento developers are moving from 

MySQL to other engines, the DB abstraction framework must emulate things 

there like they were originally handled in MySQL. 



6) Use Varien_DB_Ddl_Table to create tables for your module, and use constants 

from that class to describe types of columns, fields and database attributes you 

add. 

7) Ensure that all third party modules required by your module are ready to be 

run on the selected DB engine. All modules before Magento 1.6 were developed 

for MySQL, so your module may depend on something that is not cross-DB 

compatible. The same thing applies to solutions and code snippets you can find in 

Magento articles and forums on the Internet – they were developed with MySQL 

in mind, so you must adapt them for your module. 

And, of course, install the actual DB engines that your module or customization 

are going to support. Testing on real systems is always required to be able to say 

that you're cross-DB compatible. 

 

 



4. Backwards Compatibility and Going 

“Old Style” 

4.1. Writing Code as Usual 

More good news about all this RDBMS stuff is that developers are free to write 

their code in the old style. If they don't want to support DB engines other than 

MySQL, Magento doesn't restrict them. All previous methods and interfaces are 

left, and backwards compatibility is carefully preserved. MySQL developers can 

use direct queries, build requests without adapters and do anything they want. 

However, there are several rare cases where some minor things need to be 

changed; they will be described in this section. Also, this section talks about 

backwards compatibility specifics that the Core Team implemented in order to let 

third party customizations work nicely even after the huge changes made for 

Magento 1.6 release. 

 

4.2. MySQL Compatibility Mode 

By default, a Magento installation on MySQL runs in a special compatibility 

mode. While in this mode, Core modules are working to support specific DB 

architecture changes in Magento 1.6. 

There are two cases when the MySQL compatibility mode helps to support 

backwards compatibility: 

1) Column definition by attribute model – In Magento 1.5, the EAV 

attribute model’s method getFlatColumns() returned column definitions 

as an array without formal syntax (its values were just concatenated to 

form a query). After Magento 1.6, column information must be returned in 

a stricter format, using the type constants from Varien_DB_Ddl_Table. 

In compatibility mode all Core modules are able to receive any format 

(new or old) of column definitions, while Core attribute models produce 

only old format of definitions. With compatibility mode switched off 

Magento receives and produces only the new column definition format. 



2) Foreign keys – Column definitions for target and referenced columns in 

constraints must be very similar (more on that topic in 

http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.5/en/innoDB-foreign-key-constraints.html), 

otherwise MySQL will throw an error at a query that adds a foreign key. 

During the transition to Magento 1.6, several core columns changed their 

types. Thus, older extensions that try to create tables and add foreign 

keys, referencing those changed core table columns, will fail. 

In compatibility mode during non-core module installations Magento 

checks all queries, finds foreign key definitions there and checks the types 

of referenced and target columns. If these types are not equal, the target 

column's type is modified on the fly so the query succeeds. 

This compatibility mode is designed only for Magento running on a MySQL 

database. Other database implementations do not include it. There’s no purpose 

in this mode for non-MySQL DB installations, as there was previously only one DB 

supported and backwards compatibility must be preserved only for that one. 

The compatibility mode flag is stored in the /app/etc/config.xml file at the 

/config/global/resource/connection/types/pdo_mysql/compatibleMode node. 

Value "1" turns compatibility mode on, value "2", off. You can get the current 

value inside Magento programmatically by using Mage::helper('core')-
>useDBCompatibleMode(). 

While modifying your module to be cross-DB compatible, you should switch the 

compatibility mode off in your Magento development platform that runs on 

MySQL.  You can also switch this mode off to ensure clean development in the 

new 1.6-style, and if you don't intend to run third-party plug-ins written for older 

versions of Magento. 

 

4.3. Resource Models’ Nature Changes 

With Magento 1.6 the nature of resource models has changed. Previously, 

resource models had to communicate with MySQL and issue queries, either 

direct or made abstractly. But now they communicate with unknown DBs and 

issue queries, made abstractly and being cross-DB compatible.  

http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.5/en/innodb-foreign-key-constraints.html


This change in function led to changes in names. Names of classes changed from 
[Namespace]_[Module]_Model_Mysql4_[Name] to 

[Namespace]_[Module]_Model_Resource_[Name]. Thus the folder for resource 

models changed from Mysql4 to Resource. To preserve backwards compatibility 

for any module that instantiates objects directly by using something like new 

Mage_Core_Model_Url_Rewrite(), all the old resource models are now 

descendants of corresponding new resource models. 

 

Fig. 4.3.1. Old Resource Models Inheritance Diagram 

 

For the same reasons, the config.xml file for every Core module was changed. 

Previously all the rules for resolving resource model class names were located in 

the <[Module]_mysql4> node:  

----------------------------- 

Magento 1.5: /app/code/core/Mage/Cms/etc/config.xml 

<config> 

    <global> 



        <models> 

            <cms> 

                <resourceModel>cms_mysql4</resourceModel> 

            </cms> 

            <cms_mysql4> 

                <class>Mage_Cms_Model_Mysql4</class> 

                ... 

----------------------------- 

 

With Magento 1.6 they were moved to the <[Module]_resource> nodes.  

 

----------------------------- 

Magento 1.6: /app/code/core/Mage/Cms/etc/config.xml 

<config> 

    <global> 

        <models> 

        <models> 

            <cms> 

                <resourceModel>cms_resource</resourceModel> 

            </cms> 

            <cms_resource> 

                <class>Mage_Cms_Model_Resource</class> 

                <deprecatedNode>cms_mysql4</deprecatedNode> 

                ... 

----------------------------- 

 



This could be a backwards compatibility problem, as all the custom module 

rewrites were previously located in <[Module]_mysql4> nodes and would not be 

found by the rewriting mechanism in Magento 1.6 (as they are expected to be in 

<[Module]_resource>). However, each core module received one more 

configuration item – <deprecatedNode>. It keeps the name of the previously 

used node, thus the resolving mechanism will also look there to find rewritten 

models (if any).  

Although the backwards compatibility for rewrites is preserved, we suggest you 

move all your rewrites to the newer node and stop using the older, deprecated 

node. 

 

4.4. Renamed Model Properties 

In order to fit Oracle's limitations on column names (a maximum of 30 symbols), 

some of Magento model's properties were renamed (shortened). E.g., the 

Order's property payment_authorization_expiration was renamed to 

payment_auth_expiration. It means that nowadays you are supposed to get this 

property via $order->getPaymentAuthExpiration(), not via $order-
>getPaymentAuthorizationExpiration().  

However, it could cause problems with older modules that don't know about 

name changes. To preserve backwards compatibility and let all customizations 

work successfully, all changed models received property synchronization maps. 

Whenever you set a value for either the property's old name or new name, this 

value is synchronized to them both. So you can set them in old style or new style, 

retrieve them in old style or new style – and you always get the same consistent 

result. 

However, we recommend you stop using the deprecated names of properties 

and move to new ones. The full list of changed properties' (table columns') 

names is located in Appendix A. 

 



5. Moving Your Module to Magento CE 1.6 / EE 

1.11 

We have composed a useful checklist of actions that will help you modify your 

already existing module to be cross-DB compatible and support Magento 

versions 1.6 and higher.  

Notice that, if you don't want to make your module cross-DB compatible, you 

hardly need to do anything. Magento's backwards compatibility mechanism will 

take care of most things, and your module will run on Magento 1.6 and above, 

having MySQL as DB storage.  

However, to be able to support different RDBMS engines, some tasks must be 

performed: 

1.  Fork a new branch for your custom module. This branch will be for the 

new module version that works on Magento 1.6 and higher. It’s hard to 

make code cross-DB compatible, while continuing to support previous 

versions of Magento in the same module's codebase. Therefore, for 

Magento versions below 1.6, use your previously created module and for 

higher versions, use your reworked module. 

2.  The word 'mysql4' should be left only for really MySQL specific things 

(e.g. MySQL resource helper). Thus rename all your Mysql4 models to 

Resource models, and rename your config.xml 'mysql4' section to 

'resource'. 

3.  You must write a completely new installation script for your module 

that uses abstracted routines. If you require database specifics there, and 

they aren’t covered by the adapter, either write your own resource helper 

or divide the installation into mysql4-, oracle-, mssql- and other files. 

4.  If there are customers who have your module installed that wish to 

move to Magento 1.6, write upgrade scripts. Take care of new index 

names, changed column types and so on. You can find differences that 

must be implemented in the upgrade script by comparing your tables after 

your module's clean install at Magento 1.6 with the same tables in your 



module running on Magento 1.5.  

5.  Rework all resource models – no database specifics should be left 

there. Use the adapter's routines, Magento’s resource helpers or create 

your own resource helpers for special DB-dependent queries. 

6.  Turn off compatibility mode in Magento running with MySQL storage 

and test your module in that installation. Also test your module in 

Magento with every RDBMS that you plan to support for storage. 

7.  Publish/sell your module with pride and declare it to be cross-DB 

compatible – as you will be among the first developers supporting this 

new technology and being able to cover the larger market of different 

RDBMS! 

 

6. Outro 

Thank you for reading the guide to our new multiple RDBMS support mechanism 

in the Magento release CE 1.6 / EE 1.11.  We hope that it will create a greater 

understanding and efficiency during your development with the Magento 

platform. 

We also suggest that you visit the Magento community forums at 

http://www.magentocommerce.com/boards/ and check our twitter @Magento 

(http://twitter.com/magento). For additional training we are also offering 

professional Magento courses through "The Magento University" 

(http://www.magentocommerce.com/services/training), regularly organized by 

Magento Inc. 

The Magento team sincerely wishes you fine, enjoyable and profitable work with 

the leading e-commerce platform on the market! 

 

(c) Magento Inc.,  

November, 2011 

http://www.magentocommerce.com/boards/
http://twitter.com/magento
http://www.magentocommerce.com/services/training


 

 

 



 

Appendix A – List of Renamed Model 

Properties 

Names used only in the Magento EE edition are marked with a green background. 

 

Model: Mage_Catalog_Model_Product 

Table: catalog_product_flat_[STORE_ID] and attribute names 

Old Name New Name 

related_targetrule_position_limit related_tgtr_position_limit 

related_targetrule_position_behavio

r 

related_tgtr_position_behavio

r 

upsell_targetrule_position_limit upsell_tgtr_position_limit 

upsell_targetrule_position_behavior upsell_tgtr_position_behavior 

 

 

 

 

Model: Mage_CatalogInventory_Model_Stock_Item 

Table: cataloginventory_stock_item 

Old Name New Name 

stock_status_changed_automatically stock_status_changed_auto 

use_config_enable_qty_increments use_config_enable_qty_inc 

 

 



 

Model: Mage_Sales_Model_Order_Shipment_Track 

Table: sales_flat_shipment_track 

Old Name New Name 

number track_number 

 

 

 

Model: Mage_Sales_Model_Quote_Address 

Table: sales_flat_quote_address 

Old Name New Name 

gw_add_printed_card gw_add_card 

gw_printed_card_base_price gw_card_base_price 

gw_printed_card_price gw_card_price 

gw_printed_card_base_tax_amount gw_card_base_tax_amount 

gw_printed_card_tax_amount gw_card_tax_amount 

 

 

 

Model: Mage_Sales_Model_Order  

Table: sales_flat_order 

Old Name New Name 

payment_authorization_expiration payment_auth_expiration 

forced_do_shipment_with_invoice forced_shipment_with_invoice 

base_shipping_hidden_tax_amount base_shipping_hidden_tax_amnt 

base_customer_balance_total_refunde

d 

bs_customer_bal_total_refunde

d 

customer_balance_total_refunded customer_bal_total_refunded 



Old Name New Name 

gw_add_printed_card gw_add_card 

gw_printed_card_base_price gw_card_base_price 

gw_printed_card_price gw_card_price 

gw_printed_card_base_tax_amount gw_card_base_tax_amount 

gw_printed_card_tax_amount gw_card_tax_amount 

gw_printed_card_base_price_invoiced gw_card_base_price_invoiced 

gw_printed_card_price_invoiced gw_card_price_invoiced 

gw_items_base_tax_amount_invoiced gw_items_base_tax_invoiced 

gw_items_tax_amount_invoiced gw_items_tax_invoiced 

gw_printed_card_base_tax_amount_inv

oiced 

gw_card_base_tax_invoiced 

gw_printed_card_tax_amount_invoiced gw_card_tax_invoiced 

gw_printed_card_base_price_refunded gw_card_base_price_refunded 

gw_printed_card_price_refunded gw_card_price_refunded 

gw_items_base_tax_amount_refunded gw_items_base_tax_refunded 

gw_items_tax_amount_refunded gw_items_tax_refunded 

gw_printed_card_base_tax_amount_ref

unded 

gw_card_base_tax_refunded 

gw_printed_card_tax_amount_refunded gw_card_tax_refunded 

base_reward_currency_amount_invoice

d 

base_rwrd_crrncy_amt_invoiced 

reward_currency_amount_invoiced rwrd_currency_amount_invoiced 

base_reward_currency_amount_refunde

d 

base_rwrd_crrncy_amnt_refnded 

reward_currency_amount_refunded rwrd_crrncy_amnt_refunded 

reward_points_balance_to_refund reward_points_balance_refund 

 

 

 

Model: Mage_Sales_Model_Order_Item 

Table: sales_flat_order_item 



Old Name New Name 

base_weee_tax_applied_row_amount base_weee_tax_applied_row_amnt 

 

 

 

 

Model: Mage_Sales_Model_Order_Invoice 

Table: sales_flat_invoice 

Old Name New Name 

gw_printed_card_base_price gw_card_base_price 

gw_printed_card_price gw_card_price 

gw_printed_card_base_tax_amount gw_card_base_tax_amount 

gw_printed_card_tax_amount gw_card_tax_amount 

 

 

 

 

Model: Mage_Sales_Model_Order_Invoice_Item 

Table: sales_flat_invoice_item 

Old Name New Name 

base_weee_tax_applied_row_amount base_weee_tax_applied_row_amnt 

 

 

 

 

Model: Mage_Sales_Model_Order_Creditmemo 



Table: sales_flat_creditmemo 

Old Name New Name 

base_customer_balance_total_refunde

d 

bs_customer_bal_total_refunde

d 

customer_balance_total_refunded customer_bal_total_refunded 

gw_printed_card_base_price gw_card_base_price 

gw_printed_card_price gw_card_price 

gw_printed_card_base_tax_amount gw_card_base_tax_amount 

gw_printed_card_tax_amount gw_card_tax_amount 

reward_points_balance_to_refund reward_points_balance_refund 

 

 

 
 

Model: Mage_Sales_Model_Order_Creditmemo_Item 

Table: sales_flat_creditmemo_item 

Old Name New Name 

base_weee_tax_applied_row_amount base_weee_tax_applied_row_amn

t 

 

 

 

 

Model: Mage_Sales_Model_Order_Shipment_Track 

Table: sales_flat_shipment_track 

Old Name New Name 

number track_number 

 

 



 

 

Model: Mage_Widget_Model_Widget_Instance 

Table: widget_instance 

Old Name New Name 

type instance_type 

 

 

 

 

Model: Enterprise_Cms_Model_Increment 

Table: enterprise_cms_increment 

Old Name New Name 

type increment_type 

node increment_node 

level increment_level 

 

 

 

 

Model: Enterprise_Invitation_Model_Invitation_History 

Table: enterprise_invitation 

Old Name New Name 

invitation_date date 

 

 


